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By Larissa Reinhart

Henery Press, United States, 2014. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.HIGH-OCTANE ACTION WITH QUIRKY,
DOWN-HOME CHARACTERS. An entertaining mystery full of quirky characters and solid
plotting.Highly recommended for anyone who likes their mysteries strong and their mint juleps
stronger! - Jennie Bentley, New York Times Bestselling Author of Flipped Out Reinhart is a truly
talented author and this book was one of the best cozy mysteries we reviewed this year.We highly
recommend this book to all lovers of mystery books. Our Rating: 4.5 Stars. - Mystery Tribune In
Halo, Georgia, folks know Cherry Tucker as big in mouth, small in stature, and able to sketch a
portrait faster than buckshot rips from a ten gauge - but commissions are scarce. So when the well-
heeled Branson family wants to memorialize their murdered son in a coffin portrait, Cherry
scrambles to win their patronage from her small town rival. As the clock ticks toward the deadline,
Cherry faces more trouble than just a controversial subject. Between ex-boyfriends, her flaky
family, an illegal gambling ring, and outwitting a killer on a spree, Cherry finds herself painted into a
corner she...
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Very useful to all class of individuals. It is amongst the most awesome publication i actually have read through. You will like just how the blogger create
this pdf.
-- Lisa Jacobs-- Lisa Jacobs

This ebook is definitely not easy to get going on looking at but quite fun to learn. We have read and so i am sure that i will gonna study once more yet
again later on. I am very happy to inform you that here is the finest publication i actually have read inside my personal daily life and might be he best
publication for possibly.
-- Sister Langosh-- Sister Langosh
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